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You've gotta 
try to 

understand me…

You make 
no effort…

Relationships are 
based on exchange, 
a melding of body 

and soul.

When it comes to death, I'm a 
pro. I am surrounded by dead 
people. My entire family is here 

with me, all dead. My father, 
my mother and my wife.

BUT YOU DOn’T SHaRE AnYTHinG 
WiTH ME. There’s no melding 

between us.

Pop… Pop-pop…

At last!
Something! Pop-pop…

Pop-pop?… oh, your dad! I sold 
The old rotten zombie to that  

artiste, Shinichi. I could call him…

Yet when my time 
comes, I won't 

join them.

What if Spock haD 
behaved like you? 

What a 
catastrophe for
the ”Enterprise”...

...And for 
the series.
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Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  

Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  

Ouais, voilà,  
voilà… 

Little GTO, you’re really  
lookin’ fine. Three deuces and  

a four-speed and a 389. 

Ouais ?  
Quoi ? 

Don ? C’est moi,  
enfin… c’est Karl. 

C'mon and turn it on,  
wind it up, blow it out GTO. 

Karl, hein ? Chapeau,  
foulard, boutons ? 

Hey, salut mon gars !  
Qu’est-ce que je peux  

faire pour toi ? 

Hum… Shinichi l’a justement  
emmené pour le happening  
de ce soir… mais on peut  

s’arranger… pour pas cher… 

Il ne t’a pas invité, hein ?  
P’têt à cause de tes boutons !  

T’inquiète, tu peux venir. 

Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  

Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  

I'm coming,  
I'm coming… 

Little GTO, you’re really  
lookin’ fine. Three deuces and  

a four-speed and a 389. 

Yeah?  
What? 

Don, it's me, you 
know… it's Karl.

C'mon and turn it on,  
wind it up, blow it out GTO. 

Karl, huh?  
Hat, scarf, acne?  

Hey man, what 
can I do for ya?

Hum… Shin just took that one 
for the happening tonight… 
But I can make it work… I'll 

give you a good price.

So he didn't invite you, huh? 
Maybe because of the acne! 
Don't worry, I'll get you in. 

Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  

Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
Bzzbzzzz…  
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…"Shinishi," he thinks he's 
a damn Roman Emperor.

I would have like 
that, being a Roman…

Yep, they had big orgies, they 
see priests eaten up by beasts at 

the circus, they invade many of 
countries to beat up barbarians…

They live in massive gold temples… shit,
they was turbo-classy those guys!

I can picture Freddy the Roman! in his 
underwear, living in an apartment that 
reeks of piss and medicine! Ha ha ha!

I know a guy who 
is going to see his 

stupid EXPO all alone…

and it’s not medicine, it’s drugs!

For me, I put dog
 killers right up there 
with them barbarians…

So. What is your plan?

Simple. We grab an old zombie somewhere, 
bring it to my pal Don. Just before the exhibit 

starts we swap them. And bang! Mega-easy. 
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Mega-easy, 
EH?

A brand  
new shirt… 

What about me… My 
tracksuit is ruined…

Who wears a tracksuit 
to go to an art opening anyways?

What? You are ashamed?
well, I don't give a shit for 
your shitty fancy friends!

I say it for your own good... if 
you want to keep Maggie, you're 

gonna have to dress better.
Why? 
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What is this 
mess ABOUT?

Respect!!
respect!!

"Happy he who reads the 
prophecy, and those who listen 

to his voice and become the 
guardians of its written words! 

Because the time is near."

Faith and hope!  
Faith and hope! 

Let's use the  
back door. 

it must feel 
nice to be a 

Christian.

Your brains is all washed, 
you don't ask questions 

no more. All is good!

so, you don't 
wanna be a Roman 

anymore? 

   Decent lives

   for the 

    living 

    dead!

       respect      death like   you respect         life!

the living!
  impaired
   are our 

     friends!
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